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Ahstrac-t: For III > 3 and b > 0, let Bm = (x E R’” : 1x1 6 I} and E”‘(b) = {(up. .v) E IL?+“’ x R : 
/IL)/’ -+ ~~/h’ = 1). Set Y = 1x1; the equator map u*(_u) = (x/r. 0) belongs to H’~~‘(LP. E”‘(h)) and is 
weakly p-harmonic if and only if p < m. We study the stability of this map for 2 < p < m; in particular. we 
establish a condition on p and b which is necessary and sufficient for the stability of II*. 
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0. Introduction 
Let (M, s) and (N. h) be connected Riemannian manifolds of dimension m and FZ respec- 
tively, and suppose that A4 is compact with boundary. By the theorem of Nash, we can suppose 
that the target manifold N is embedded in lPSk . For p 2 2, we consider the Sobolev space (see 
WI) 
H'l;'(M,N) = {u E H'*"(M,IWNik) : u(x) E N almost everywhere }. 
The p-energy of u is defined by 
(0.1) 
(0.2) 
Let A be the second fundamental form of N in IWfffk. We say that u is weakly p-harmonic if it 
is ;I weak solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation of the functional (0.2), that is 
- div,<,(lDuJ”-‘Du) + IDu(~-‘A(u)(D~, Du) = 0. (0.3) 
The case p = 2 corresponds to the usual harmonic maps. If p > 2, the problem of the 
regularity of weakly p-harmonic maps is difficult in general and is the subject of several papers 
(for example, see [3,4,8] and references therein). On the other hand, not much is known about 
the second variation of the energy of p-harmonic maps (see [3,6,7]). Let ii, W be two vector 
fields along U, such that 5. W E H’.P f~ LX(M. IK’$-k), If u is weakly p-harmonic, the second 
variation of the p-energy in the direction of the vector fields ti and W is given by 
W,,(V; W) = I~~~(~~“/~{(V”~,V”~) - Trace(R”(Du., V)DU*, W)} dv,? 
(0.4) 
(~~-4)~‘2{(vuu, DU)(V”~. Du)} dv,e 
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where VU denotes the covariant differential along u and RN is the curvature tensor of N. We say 
that the map u is strictly stable if HP (V; ti) 3 0 for all vector fields ti along u, and equality holds 
if and only if V = 0. The map u is unstable if there exists a vector field V such that HP (V; ii) < 0. 
The aim of this paper is to study the stability of the equator map of the ball into an ellipsoid; 
more precisely, for m 3 3 and b > 0, let 
Brn = {X E IFP : 1x1 < l}, 
Em(b) = {(w, y) E Iw” x Iw : Iw12 + y2/b2 = l}. 
The equator map u* is defined by 
u* : Brn -+ E”(b), 
x + (x/r, 01, where r = 1x1. 
(0.5) 
In particular u* belongs to H’$J’(Bm, E”(b)) and is weakly p-harmonic if and only if p -C m. 
Our result is 
Theorem. Let m > 3 and 2 < p -C m. 
(1) Zf b2 < 4(m - l)/(m - P)~, then the equator map u* is unstable. 
(2) Zfb2 > 4(m - l)/(m - P)~, then the equator map u* is strictly stable. 
Remark. Baldes [l] proved the theorem in the case p = 2, and Duzaar [3] in the case 2 6 p -C 
m, b = 1. We note that the method of [3] does not apply if b # 1. Moreover, it is interesting 
to note that if b2 > 4(m - l)/(m - P)~ then u* is the absolute minimum over the class of 
equivariant maps which coincide with u” on aB”. 
1. Proof of the theorem 
If V E Z%l,p n Lm(Bm, lIXm”) is a vector field along u*, we decompose v = (v; q), where 
u takes its values on IR” and r] on IR and (v(x), X) = 0 almost everywhere on Bm. A short 
calculation gives 
HP(U; V) = (m - l)(P-2)‘2 {K(Q) + H(v)} (1.1) 
where 
and 
K(v) = IDrj12 - gq2] dx 
H(v) = IDv12 - 71111~ + s(divv)‘J dx. 
To prove part (1) of the theorem, let 
v = (m - pj2 m - 1 
4 
-7tE, 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
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where E is small enough as to have u < 0. Next, we take V = (0; q(r)) where 
n@) = $-m)/2 sin(fi Log r) ifro<r<l, 
n(r) = 0 if 0 < r 6 r0, r. = exp(-n/l/-v) < 1. 
A short calculation gives 
Next, an integration by parts leads us to the equality 
K(q) = -5 vol(S”-1) ’ 
J[ 
i?(r),_??-P+, r,> r2 1 & < 0 3 
so ending the proof of (1). 
To prove part (2), we will need two lemmas which are extensions of the results of [3] and [ 11 
respectively. 
Lemma 1. rfb2 > 4(m - l)/(m - p)2 and q # 0, q E l%‘,p fl LW(B”, IX), then K(q) > 0. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We introduce polar coordinates r, 8 on B” 
we get 
s 2 r-Q2(X)dx = -- B” s m-p Bm 
Next, we use the following Young’s inequality 
2 b2 
a,b, < f$ + 2 
where u, = 2 r’-p’2 -’-_ 
arm-pm 
and bl = J1/2qr-P/2 
and we get 
s rPprj2(x) dx < B’” 
After an integration by parts., 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
If we replace (1 S) into (1.2), we conclude that 
4(m - 1) 
b2(m - P)~ 
]I,mr2Pp(z)2 (x)dx 30 
and K(q) = 0 if and only if equality holds in (1.4), a fact which implies that n = 0. 
Lemma 2. Set irn = B” - (0). For all u E fi ‘~f’flL”(~“, IL??) such that (v(x),x) = O&most 
everywhere, there exists a sequence vk E I+ ‘,pn c”(& &%?) such that (Vk(x),x) = 0 OIZ im 
and H(&) --+ H(u) when k -+ +oo. 
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Proof of Lemma 2. We choose a sequenceowk E Cy ( P, @i”) such that wkO+ v in H ‘lp. we 
Set Vk = wk - (Wk, X)X/r*; SO Vk E Cm(Bm, R*) and (t&(x), x) = 0 On B”. Moreover, We 
prove that vk E H1,P. We set uk = v-wk;since(v,x) = O,wehavev-vk = Uk-(uk,x)x/r*. 
Now, we note that 
H(Q) = HI(G) - (m - l)Hz(uk) + sH&) 
where 
Hi = s r*-Ihk1*dX, B'" 
fb(Vk) = s Bm 
H3(Vk) = s (diV(Vk)) 3.2-P & Bm 
To end the proof, it is sufficient to prove that Hi (vk)+Hi (v) for i 
shows that there exists C > 0 such that 
Next, there exist two constants Cl, C2 > 0 such that 
H,(v - vk) < CI HI (uk) + cd%@k). 
= q 1, 2, 3. A short calculation 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
Using Holder’s inequality, it follows that there exists a constant C3 > 0 such that 
HI(Q) 6 c3bki:,p (1.8) 
Moreover, an argument similar to Lemma 1, applied to the components of uk, shows that 
H*(Q) < 
4 
(m - PI* 
HI (uk) (1.9) 
Now, using (1.8) and (1.9) in (1.7), we deduce that HI (vk) + HI (v). Next, by replacing uk by 
uk - v in (1.9), we get f&,(Vk) + H*(v). 
Finally, since (div(v))* < mlDv12, we have the following inequality 
I(div(v>)* - (diV(v# < mlD(v - vk)llo(v + vk)l. (1.10) 
Now, thanks to (1.10) and to Schwartz’s inequality, there exists a constant C4 > 0 such that 
s 
I(Wv)>* - (div(vd) 2 r2-pd_X 6 C4[H, (vk - v)]“~[H, (vk + V)]“*. I (1.11) 
B’” 
For k arbitrarily large, there exist two constants Cs, C6 > 0 (independent of k) such that 
HI(VI, + v) < C=j[H~(vk) + HI(V)] < C6. Then, by passing to the limit when k + +oo, we 
get Hs(uk) + Hi, so ending the proof of Lemma 2. 0 
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Let S”-’ (Y) = {x E IR” : 1x1 = r} and S”-‘(l) = Y-l. We denote by De and diva, the 
gradient and the divergence on S”-’ respectively. We have 
(1.12) 
and 
div(v) = 1 dive(v) 
r 
because (u(x), x) = 0 almost everywhere on B” , We identify V(X) on S”--‘(r) and II on 
S’“- I 
For all u E fi’.f’ fl P(&“, KY’) with (V(X), x) = 0, the quadratic form H(u) in (1.3:’ 
becomes 
(1.13) 
where 
~Do~~* - (m - l)]u]* + s(divx(u))2] do 
and JF is the Jacobi operator of the identity map of S”-’ for the p-energy (see [7]). El Soufi-- 
Jeune [7] studied the spectrum of the operator .I: : if m > p + 1 the only negative eigenvalue 
is h = p - m + 1. So, if m > p + 1 we get the inequality 
T(uk) 3 
s 
(p - m + l)lvk12 dQ 
S”’ / 
for all vk E KP.p n C”$“, IR”) with (uk(x), X) = 0 on 5,. 
Using (1.14) in (1.13), we have 
(1.14) 
Now, an analogous proof to the one given at (1.9) leads us to 
s B”’ 
.2-A!$ & < 
(m4p)2~mr2mp~$~2ti’ 
By using (1.16) in (1.15), we have 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
Then, if m r p + 1, we let k --+ too: thanks to Lemma 2, we obtain the following inequality 
(1.18) 
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Then, if m # p + 2 we have H(v) > 0. And, if m - p = 2 we have H(v) 2 0 by (1.18). 
Moreover, passing to the limit in (1.15) and (1.16), H(V) = 0 implies that 
By an application of Young’s @equality, equality holds if II = 0. We conclude that if m - p > 1 
then H(V) > 0 for all IJ E H ‘,P fl L,(I3,, IIP) such that (v(x), x) = 0 almost everywhere 
v#O.Now,ifm-1 <p<mtheidentitymapofS”-’ is stable (see[7]) so T(Q) 3 0. Then, 
we get the inequality 
(1.19) 
Next, letting k -+ +cm in (1.19) yields 
and H(v) = 0 if and only if v - 0. So, the map U* is strictly stable. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
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